
Bridal Bouquet $250-350

Bridesmaid/Attendant Bouquet $125

Wrist Corsage $60

Boutonnières $20

Flower Crown Adult $70

Flower Crown Child $60

Petals for Flower Child $50

2024 Pricing Guide
These prices reflect generally what most couples spend on our designs, but pricing can vary and this is not a full list of our

offerings. 

Full-service weddings, which include delivery and setup, begin at $3,500.

All design materials, vessels, candles, arbor framework, etc. belongs to the farm. We can collect all of these items from the
venue if you'd like, or they can be returned to the farm within 3 days of the event to avoid breakdown charges.

If flowers are delivered to locations in Maine or Massachusetts, the total will include 5.5% Maine sales tax or 6.25%
Massachusetts sales tax. If flowers are picked up from the farm or delivered in NH, no sales tax applies.

Pricing can be affected by specific flower requests, designs that require more labor, distance to the venue, and size of the
order, among other things. This is meant to be a guide and not an exact price list.

Personals

Elevated Aisle Markers $300-$500

Meadow Box Aisle Markers $140-200

Floral Arbor Installation
Approximately $125-175/ft, but prices vary $500-1000

Free Standing Arbor $2500-$4500

Petals on Aisle (light) $400

Petals for Throwing (per person) $10

Ceremony



Greenery on Welcome Sign or Seating Chart $40

Floral Swag for Welcome Sign or Seating Chart $75

Medium Compote - Approximately 7" $200

Small arrangement $75

Mini compote $75

Bud Vase $20

Greenery Table Runner on Rectangular Table $120

Greenery Table Runner with Flowers $200

Greenery on Round Table with Pillar Candles $130

Votive candle $5

Pillar Candle in Glass $15

Taper Candle with Glass Chimney $20

Elevated Table Arrangement $250-$500

Tent Pole Greenery (per pole) $300

Cake Flowers $50

Reception

Other
Break Down $300

Service charge and delivery fees may apply
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